PART B - UNITY IN PRACTICE
Re-Constructing The Global Order
With this goal in mind, therefore,
the following, geopolitical adaptations,
might well be put into practice, while
the concept of Oneness is becoming
commonly accepted, such as:
the formation of a democratically
constituted, One World Transition
(OWT) Parliament, based on a fair
and equal federation of all Nation
States (in place of The United
Nations which is “beyond repair”);
the establishment of an International Court of Law “whose decisions are binding to settle disputes,
other than, as now, by military might
and killing - a sure sign of our current extraordinary immaturity”;

the maintenance of “a world peace
keeping force to guarantee that no
Nation can ever attack another”;
the granting of permission for each
Nation State to “keep its internal
peacekeeping police”, for the time
being, until we have all become more
‘grown up and self-regulated’;
the dismantling of all “national
armies and their weapons of offence
and defence,” accompanied by the
redeployment of all those involved in
the business of warfare to lifeenhancing activities, such as looking
after the needy and educating our
offspring in a suitable manner;
the transference of the vast amounts of money saved, “currently running worldwide at a million dollars

per minute,” to humanitarian purpos-es, such as ensuring that all people
are able to ‘survive with dignity’;
the introduction of visibility into all
financial dealings “so that everyone
might know everything about everybody’s money situation”;
the replacement of all currencies by
a new ‘OWT’ international, monetary
system, that is “wide open, totally
visible, immediately traceable and
completely accountable”;
the establishment of a minimum and
maximum wage/salary with contributions above the upper limit to ‘A
World Charitable Trust’;
the making of arrangements for
“the reconciliation of all previous
divisions between individuals, groups

and Nation States via initiatives and
projects involving restoration, reparation and reunification”;
the encouragement of all religions
and creeds to bring themselves upto-date, according to the latest scientific and spiritual findings concerning ‘Us, The Universe and Their
Origins’, and become ‘at one with
each other’;
Should, therefore, 2these (and any
other similar) amendments be carried
out, at a global level, not only would ‘A
United World’ come into existence but
also an appropriate environment within
which ‘An Elevated Civilisation’ could be
introduced. (See Parts C and D.)
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References for all of these ‘recommended changes
in direction’ - and more - can be provided.

